We show that, in the usual probabilistic model for the random assignment problem, the optimal cost tends to a limit constant in probability and in expectation. The method involves construction of an infinite limit structure, in terms of which the limit constant is defined. But we cannot improve on the known numerical bounds for the limit.
Introduction
In the deterministic assignment problem, there are n jobs, n machines and a n x n non-negative matrix (t j,,,) representing the cost of performing job j on machine m. An assignment is a permutation ~ of {1, ..., n}, indicating that job j is assigned to machine ~(j). The optimal assignment has cost min~tj,~(j), j the minimum taken over permutations re. For the random assignment problem we define the t j,,, to be independent r.v.'s with exponential distribution with mean n:
(1)
Remarks. 1 . Proposition 2 might be useful in the context of analyzing some explicit algorithm for non-optimal assignment in order to improve the known upper bound on c*.
2. The general technique of proving limit theorems for discrete structures by exhibiting a limit random object has been called the "objective method" by Mike Steele. See [2, 1, 3] for other recent examples. In many applications of this technique it is easy to see intuitively what the limit object is; in this application the existence and nature of a useful limit object seem less intuitively obvious. 3. Steel [11] observes that a natural "global greedy algorithm" produces a non-optimal matching with cost ~ log n, although a naive analysis that ignores the effect of conditioning at each stage suggests (incorrectly) that the expected ~rc2/6. Mezard and Parisi [8] give a non-rigorous argument based on group renormalization techniques and claim that c*=~2/6. Avram and Bertsimas have expanded these ideas to give a detailed outline of an argument for Theorem 1 which includes a plausible explicit expression for c*, but a complete proof has not been presented at the time of writing.
It has been conjectured that EC(n) is increasing in n, and an elementary
proof of this fact would of course establish part of Theorem 1. No useful bounds on the variance of C(n) are known, but perhaps the modern martingale methods which have proved useful in other combinatorial and algorithmic contexts (e.g. ) could be applied to the assignment problem.
Proof of Proposition 2
We collect in Lemmas 4-6 some tools from previous analyses of the random assignment problem. Then we give our analysis in Proposition 7 and 9, and at the end of the section we show how Proposition 2 follows from these. The first tool is the matching lemma of .
Lemma 4 In the uniform random bipartite digraph with k vertices in each partite class and with out-degree 2 at each vertex, the probability that there exists a perfect matching tends to 1 as k ~ oe.
Second, by examining an existing proof(e.g. Walkup 1, ) that EC(n) is bounded in n, we see that the argument establishes the slightly stronger uniform integrability property.
Lemma 5 There exist matchings ~, with costs C(n), and a function 6(0)~0 as 0 ~ 0 such that, for arbitrary events 0,, lim sup EC (n) lo. < 6 (e) n --+ oo where e = lim sup P(O,).
n-*oo
The third ingredient is elementary, but it forms the basis of "independent splitring" arguments. By a partial assignment n we mean an assignment of some subset U(n) of jobs to different machines. If lU (n)l > (1 -0)n we call n a 1 -0 partial assignment. (3) . Then there exists a 1-0 partial assignment no such that q j, ~o (j) t j, ~o (i) <-(1 + 4 ~) ~. ~ q j, m t j, m. where t-=~qj,.,t~,,..
Proposition 7 Let Q and Tbe given non-random non-negative n x n matrices. Suppose 200z(Q)<O<l, for )~(Q) defined at

j~U(~) j m
Then by Markov's inequality, for any 0 < 3 < 1,
On the other hand, for fixed j
and so, averaging over j and using Lemma 8,
E I ~ (1-A(j, Tc(j)))<(I + tl-1) E< 3(I +tl-1) )~(Q).
J
Now the left side equals E(1 -[U(~)l/n) and so using Markov's inequality
Choosing 6=3(2+tl-a) Z(Q)/O, the right sides of (4) and (5) sum to more than 1. So there must exist some permutation ~o such that
The former says that ~o is a 1-0 partial assignment. To estimate the bound in (6) note
by choice of q and 6. It is straightforward to bound this by (i +41/~/0) under the assumption of the proposition, so the proof of Proposition 7 is complete. jeJo jeS we see that the left side of (9) is bounded by
and the bound in (9) follows.
We now specify a random diagraph with edges from Jo to M o. Recall the definition (7) of ?(j). For each 1 _< u--< 2k, create a directed edge (Ju, 7 (7Co a (Mu))), and give the edge "weight" These are the edges at the bottom in Fig. 1 . There are exactly two edges leading out of each vertexjEJo. Using (8) and (9), the total weight satisfies (10) lim suplE ~ W,,<501/2.
u=l By Lemma 6 the matrix Tmay be represented as tj, m=min(2 ~ 2 t~,m, 2t~,m) where T ~ and T 2 are independent cost matrices as at (1) . Carry out the above construction of a graph directed from J0 to M0 using the cost matrix T ~, then repeat the construction using T 2 to define edges directed from M0 to Jo. This defines a random bipartite digraph Gn. By (10) the sum W,, of the weights of the edges of G, satisfies 1 (11) lim sup -E W, < 20 01/2.
To be slightly dishonest for a moment, pretend that Gn is distributed as the random graph in Lemma 4. Then that lemma (with k in place of n) implies that, outside an event whose probability tends to 0, there is a perfect matching, that is a bijection #: J0 ~Mo such that each (j, #(j)) is an edge of G n, directed one way or the other. Note that if the matching connects an edge directed j~#(j), this edge is of the form (J,, ~(Tzol(M,))) for some u, and thus specifies two correspondences
which are the diagonal maps in Fig. 1 . And similarly, an edge of the matching which is directed as j~#(j) specifies two such correspondences. Thus the k edges in the matching # specify 2k such maps from jobs to machines, which define bijections 7c 1 and rc 2 with the properties asserted in the proposition. To be honest, G, is the following bipartite digraph on classes 3 o and M o. The out-edges from vertex v go to v* and v**, say. The choice of (v*,v**) is independent as v varies, and for fixed v we choose v* and v** by making two uniform random draws with replacement. In the model of Lemma 4 the two draws are made without replacement. It seems plausible that Lemma 4 remains true under our model, but instead let us indicate a simple patching operation to complete the proof of Proposition 7. Note first that the mean number of v for which v** =v* tends to 2 as k~ co. In the construction we have given, set aside at the beginning some subset J' of jobs and the subset 7c(J') of machines, where J' has size a, such that a,~ but a,/n--,O. Not using these jobs and machines does not affect (11) . , and add to G, the edge (v, g(v)). It is straightforward to check that, outside an event of probability tending to zero, the resulting graph G', has the distribution specified in Lemma 4; and that E ~ W" = O(n/an). So applying the previous argument to G'n completes the proof. ~ Proof of Proposition 2. Here's the idea. Suppose we have a partial assignment no, and let J0 and M o be the unassigned jobs and machines. Suppose also that we have a subset S of assigned jobs and bijections 7c1: S--,Mo and 7c2: 516 D. Aldous Jo ~ no(S). Then we can construct a complete assignment by assigning, for each jeJo, job j to machine rcz(j) and job j'=zCol(rCz(j))eS to machine zq(/')eM0. The other jobs j remain assigned to machine ~zo(j). The cost of this complete matching is less than the cost of the original partial matching plus the costs of the partial matching defined by the bijections rca and 7z 2. We shall apply this idea with the partial matching given by Proposition 7 and the bijections given by Proposition 9. Here are the details. 
200Ez(Q) 1 2005 P(2OOz(Q)>OZ)<= 02 ~=~=0
and so, outside some event f2* of probability at most 0, we have 200z(Q)< 02< 0. By Proposition 7, outside f2* there exists a random 1-0 partial assignment 7r o such that 1
where J0 are the unmatched jobs. Now condition on a realization (outside f2*) of T 1 and ZOo, and apply Proposition 9 to T 2. Proposition 9 says there exist asymptotically null sets O** and random bijections rc 1 , zc 2 such that
Outside f2,=f2* wO** we can construct a complete matching lr as described at the beginning of the proof, and on f2, we use the matching of Lemma 5. The average cost per machine C + of this matching satisfies, using (12, 13, 14) ,
for 3(0) as in Lemma 5. Letting 0 (and hence 8)~ 0, then letting ~ ~ 0, we establish Proposition 2.
3 The limit tree
Construction
We need to study a certain type of infinite (non-random) tree with random "costs" on its edges. We start with an informal description in terms of the Random assignment problem 5t7 well-known Yule process or pure birth process: that is, the continuous-time branching process in which each individual has children at rate 1. Draw the family tree of such a branching process, started with a single progenitor, and to each parent-child edge let the "cost'' on that edge be the age of the parent at the time of birth of the child. Next take an independent copy of this process. Finally, join the two progenitors by a special edge 4, and specify that this edge has a random cost chosen according to Lebesgue measure on (0, oe). Write e for a realization of this process, and 2 for the "distribution" of the process, which is a C-finite measure because of the specification above. Figure 2 shows part of a realization, with costs written above edges, and the edge labels (defined below) written beneath edges.
~,
2.91~
~-v 0.65 :~ We now give a more precise construction, and introduce notation. Take the complete B-ary tree of height H. Each vertex can be labelled as a string i i i2...i h where O<_h<_H and each i,~{1,2 ..... B}. Thus the root is labelled as the null string ~b, its children are labelled as vertices 1, 2, ..., B, and so on. We can also label the edges with strings; the edge from vertex i 1...ih_ ~ to vertex il...ih is labelled as edge il...i h. In particular, the edges at the root 4 are labelled as edges 1, 2 ..... B. Now take another copy of this tree, and label its vertices and edges using strings i'i...i~. Finally join the two roots 4 and 4' via an edge, which we label as edge 4-This defines a tree we shall call "CB. ~. Taking the union over all H gives an infinite B-ary tree we shall call ~,. Then taking the union over all B gives an infinite infinitary tree we call z. Regard these trees as sets of edges e. We study objects of the type c--(c(e); eez) where 0<c(e)< oo is a "cost" on edge e. These costs are required to satisfy a monotonicity condition: for each vertex i=il ...ih the costs (c(il), c(i2), c(i3), ...) on the outward edges must be non-decreasing (and similarly for i'). Call such a c a cost tree and write C for the set of cost trees. Mathematically, C is just a subset of countable product of [0, oe)'s and so inherits the natural topology (coordinatewise convergence, i.e. convergence of costs on each edge) and a-field. Write CB for the .set of cost trees c=(c(e); e~B) and write CB,u for the set of cost trees c =(c(e); eez,,n).
Given x>0, we define a random cost tree as follows. Let ($1,$2,S 3 .... ) be the times of a Poisson (1) Needing to work with a a-finite measure is a minor annoyance, which we often handle as follows. Let Dx= {c: c(r So 2(Dx)=x by definition. So x-a2(") restricted to D~ is a probability measure, and in the sequel computations with 2 are often done (or implicitly justified) by appeal to these probability measures. In particular, conditional expectations w.r.t. 2 can be defined this way.
For each i> 1 there is a map 0i: C-+ C which takes edge i to edge r and re-labels edges to preserve monotonicity of edge-costs. A picture being worth a thousand words, Fig. 3 illustrates the action of 03 on the tree of Fig. 2 .
Let 01 be the anologous map which takes edge i' to edge 4. Now let denote the set of measurable functions g:
for 2-almost all c~C.
for,g-almost all ceC.
It is not obvious that any such function g exists, though this fact emerges from the proof in Sect. 3.3 and the known bound in the random assignment problem. In Sect. 4 we sketch how to construct one g~N in a comparatively explicit way. Regard g(e) as a "probability" associated with edge qS. Associate with g the number This is the constant which will be the asymptotic mean cost in the random assignment problem.
~(g) = ~ g(c) c(~),~(dc).
Remarks. 1. Our first "Yule process" description involves times, but for our purposes it is more helpful to regard the trees as "spatial" objects, and to regard 2 as the natural "uniform measure" on C. For instance, 2 has an "invarlance" property w.r.t, the maps 0~. To state this property, define 
is a probability measure. The invariance property is
where (0~)~(k))(')= 2(k)(0~-1 "); and similarly for 0'. Property (18) could be checked directly from properties of the Poisson process. Alternatively, it is a consequence of Lemma 12 below, proved by a limit argument from the finite assignment problem. 2. When g takes value 0 and 1 only, we can use g to define a matching on z. Informally, edge e is in the matching if g takes the value 1 when applied to the cost tree 0~e in which edge e is moved to edge 4~. Conditions (15, 16) are exactly the conditions needed for this set of edges to be a matching. We are interested in the "average cost per edge" of this matching, and instead of formalizing that idea by taking limits of averages over finite subtrees it is more convenient to use the "ergodic" definition above (17).
The unfolding map
To relate the infinite tree with the finite assignment problem, the central idea is an "unfolding map". Fix B, n and 1 <Jo, mo<n. The "unfolding map" takes a non-negative n x n matrix (tj, m) to a B-ary cost tree c=(c(e); ee'cB), as follows. 2~,, is a probability measure on CB which by symmetry does not depend on (jo,mo). Let 2B,H,, be the projection 2B,, onto C~,u, i.e. the distribution of U~ j~176 where PH" Cs ~ CB,H is the natural restriction map. We shall need a technical result which relates the effect of altering the initial pair (Jo, too) in the unfolding map to the maps 0 i defined in Sect. 3.1, which for i<B we may regard as maps CB~Ca. Applying the unfolding map to the matrix in Fig. 4 , but taking as initial pair the (Jo, m~) with tjo,m;= 3.44, we obtain the cost tree in Fig. 3 . In general, the cost tree obtained by unfolding around (Jo, mS) is essentially like the map 0i applied to the cost tree obtained by unfolding about (Jo, too), where i is the (increasing) rank of (Jo, m~) amongst {tjo, m: m#:mo}, with two provisos. First, both tgo,,, o and tjo,,,~ must be among the B+ 1 smallest entries of {tjo,m :1 <_mGn}. Second, we only expect the cost trees to coincide "locally" around the special edge.
These ideas are formalized in the lemma below, in which we take (Jo, too) to be (1, 1). Define (20) R, = increasing rank of tl, 1 amongst (tl,m ; 1 _< m_< n).
Lemma 11 For fixed B, H and i< B, nP(R.<B+l, puU~,'.'~(~ as n-~ where re(i) is the i'th ranked argument of {tl,m ; m ~: 1}.
Proof For a cost tree e=(c(e): ee TB) write max c= max c(e). identifies with edges r 1, ..., B will be the same pairs (in different order) that U a, a identified with those edges. Continuing the construction, consider the first time that U a'~(i) identifies a job j* (or machine, similarly) with a vertex V~ZB,H which is different from the job j** identified with Oiv by U 1' a. This can happen in one of two similar ways. Either j* was previously identified by U 1'~ with some other vertex v*e%,n, or j** was previously identified by U t'~(1) with some other vertex V**eZB, H. In the first case (the second is similar) consider the path in z from vertex r to v and the sequence of jobs and machines associated by U ~'~(~ with that path; then consider the path in z from vertex 4, to v* and the sequence of jobs and machines associated by U a'l with that path. Concatenating paths gives a h-cycle. By counting the number of possible h-cycles, 2h 2h+2
P(there exists some h-cycle)<Bn (y/n)
and so for fixed y the probability of the event in (21) is 0 (n-2). Thus the quantity in the lemma is asymptotically at most xlim lim_ sup tlP(ta, 1 > X, R n ~ B + 1).
In the first quantity, the n~ oo limit is 2{Dx, max c>y) by Lemma lO, and (H + I) this ~0 as y--* oo. The second quantity is, for fixed n, bounded by n B+~_p(y~" n >x) where Y, is the B+l'st smallest of (tt,m;l<m<n). So the n--+oo limit is at most (B + 1) P (SB + a > x) and this ~ 0 as x ~ 0o.
Proof of Proposition 3 (a)
The optimal assignment ~, can be regarded as a random {0, 1}-valued matrix qj,,~ = l(~,(~)=m). There is no loss of generality in assuming the symmetry property Let 0B,i~,. be the projection of ~k~,, onto the set C28,n of ((c(e),p(e));e~zB,n). Then the sequence (n0B, m,; n> 1), restricted to Dx, is relatively compact w.r.t.
weak convergence on C2B, n, because the first coordinates are convergent by Lemma 10 and because 0<p(e)<l. So take a subsequence of n's for which the lim inf in Proposition 3 (a) is a limit; then we can take a further subsequence such that, for fixed B, H, x,
nOR.~I,,(D~c~')~tpB,H(Dxc~'),say,
as n~o~ where -~ denotes weak convergence; then by a diagonal argument we may suppose (25) holds for all B, H, x. It is easy to see that 0B,n are consistent as B, H increase and so are projections of some measure ~ on the set C 2 of ((c(e), p(e)); e~z). We then have (26) p (4) (28) establishing the lemma.
Lemma 13
and similarly for p(i').
Here the "i" in p(i) refers to edge i, the edge from vertex ~b to vertex i.
Proof One side is easy. The fact that re. is a matching says that ~, ql,m= 1, R~ is the rank of t,,=,(~) amongst (t,,m; 1 <_<_re<n).
Letting n --+ oo and using (25)
-p(~a)-~" p(i) d0B<lim_+sup EV.,~ I(R~>~+ ~).
Now the left side is unchanged by replacing ~8 with ~, and is made smaller by replacing f2 B with f2 b for b < B. So, letting B -~ oo for fixed b,
p(i) d~<l lim sup EV~,~ I(RpB+I ).
.Qb~Dx n~ ~
Write Zx for a r.v. with Poisson (x) distribution. Then V~. x is stochastically smaller than Zx, and hence (Vn, x; n > 1) is uniformly integrable. Granted that (R'~;n >__ 1) is tight, the double limit in (33) equals zero. Then letting x, b-+ 0o in the left side of (33) establishes Lemma 13. To verify tightness of (R~; n> 1), and so part (a) of Proposition 3 follows from (26). This defines a random matrix Q, which depends on (B, H, x, n) although this is suppressed in our notation. We shall prove
P(R~> 2r)< P(tl,=.(l)>r)+ P(V,
,
Proof of Proposition 3 (b)
lim limsupE~qj,,~tj, m=7(g) forall (B,H). 
Now the first term on the right equals e -x. As for the second,
where Zx has Poisson(x) distribution. Thus under the limit procedure of (35) these two terms tend to 0, and using (36) the proof of (35) reduces to the proof of 
Convergence in probability
Proposition 14 below states an ergodicity property for the measure 2 on C.
Let us first show how the ergodicity property implies C(n)~ c* in probability, thus completing the proof of Theorem 1. Knowing EC(n)oc*, it suffices to show (47)
P(C(n)<c)oO,
each c<c*.
To argue by contradiction, suppose (47) fails for some fixed c < c*. By Proposition 2 we cannot have lira sup P(C(n)<c)=l, and so we can pass to a subsequence in which "-~ ~ Then f is constant 2-a.e. This is a variation on standard facts about branching processes (Lemma 15 below) and standard ergodic-theory ideas (mixing implies ergodicity). We first assemble the required ingredients. For s>0 and eEC let F~(e) be the set of edges e of z such that, for the path qS=e t, e 2, e 3, ..., ea=e we have c(~)+c(e ~) + ... +c(e)<s. Let Next, recall that the map 01 (resp. 0'0 from C to C take edge i (resp. i') to edge qk We can similarly define for each eEr the map 0r: C---,C which takes edge e to edge ~b. (CB, B is CB, n with H=B.) This follows, by specialization to the Yule process, from results about general supercritical branching processes: see Jagers and Nerman [6, 9] . In their terminology ~ is in general the "stable doubly infinite pedigree process". We will see below that in our setting, ]` can be specified d,T via ~-= r(" ), this being a very special property of the Yule process.
For the final ingredient, let V~ be a random cost tree whose density w.r.t.
(This is a probability density, by (50)). Then define V~* by:
given V~=e, let V~* be uniform on {0ee: esF~(e)}. We now assert we have a symmetry property:
(V~, V~*) = (V~*, V~).
The point is that for a pair (e, e*) the property "e*=0ee for some e~F~(e)" in equivalent to the property "e=0ee* for some esF,(e*)". So for such a pair
~(de)
we have (abusing notation) P(V~=e, V~*=r 2. So in showing (54) the issue is to show that 2(de)=2(dc*) for such a pair. This is the assertion, analogous to (18), that 2 is invariant under 0e (on the appropriate domain and range), and this fact follows from (18) iterated along the path to e.
Proof of Proposition 14
Let V~o be a random cost tree with density r(r w.r.t. ),. (This is a probability density, by (50, 51, 53)). 
E f2(V~)=(E f(I/~)) 2.
Thus f(V~) is a.s. constant, and so (52) establishes the proposition.
Remarks
The definition c*=inf~7(g) at (17) is hard to intuit because it is not clear how to produce any example of a function g~fr The existing proofs [,12, 4, 7] that lim sup EC(n)< ov proceed via the marriage lemma or via linear programming and show that assignments exist without explicitly defining them in terms of the cost matrix. Let us briefly mention a different algorithm for a non-optimal assignment which, as n ~ 0% does lead to an expression for a g~fr
The algorithm is simple: start with all edges (j, rn) of the bipartite graph; at each stage delete the most expensive edge which can be deleted while still guaranteeing that some matching exists in the remaining graph.
This leads to an "algorithm" for constructing a matching on the infinite tree r with given costs (c(e); ee 0. Regard time t as decreasing from vo to 0.
D. Aldous
At each time t there is a subtree of z which contains every vertex and which consists of isolated edges and of infinite components with no leaves. As t decreases the isolated edges are not changed but the infinite components break up as follows. If an edge e remains in an infinite component as t$c(e) then when t=c(e) the edge e is deleted. This may create one or two leaves l; if so, the remaining edge (1, v) containing the leaf l is made an isolated edge by deleting the other edges at v. This in turn may create another leaf, in which case we continue the "chain reaction" of deleting edges, all this happening instantaneously at time t=c(e). At time t=0 we have a matching on z. The construction respects the symmetry of z, and so the associated function g (c) = 1 (edge ~b in matching) is in f#.
Unfortunately the discrete algorithm, as well as being slow, yields assignments more expensive than the other known algorithms: simulations suggest mean cost around 2.7.
